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1 Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI) is becoming omnipresent; it
permeates our work and private lives in many areas. A key
area of application is AI-based digital assistants, which are
now becoming available in large numbers and a wide
variety of usage scenarios. Research into AI-based digital
assistants has a long history, dating back to Joseph
Weizenbaum’s well-known ELIZA in 1966. In parallel,
global technology companies such as Microsoft, IBM,
Google, and Amazon have been working intensively for
decades on advancing AI-based digital assistants and have
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recently made them suitable for the mass market.
Empowered by recent advances in AI, these assistants are
becoming part of our daily lives. We are observing the
ever-growing usage of various digital assistants, for
instance, voice-based assistants such as Amazon Alexa, or
text-based assistants (chatbots), such as those embedded in
Facebook Messenger. It is foreseen that AI-based digital
assistants will become a key element in the future of
work. Today’s enterprise communication platforms such as
Slack or Microsoft Teams already provide many different
bot types to augment work, and Gartner (2019) predicts
that by 2021, one-quarter of all digital workers will use a
virtual employee assistant daily.
AI-based digital assistants provide significant opportunities, but also might become a threat. On the one hand,
they are expected to take over routine tasks from humans
and to free up time and resources for more demanding
tasks. For instance, IBM argues that chatbots can help to
reduce customer service costs by 30% (Reddy 2017). On
the other hand, a recently announced advanced AI-based
digital assistant by Google named Duplex (Google AI Blog
2018) has led to a debate about potential misuses for
deception and fraud, owing to its human likeness. More
generally, while the pervasiveness of AI-based digital
assistants increases, most people ignore their underlying
architecture and algorithms (Frey and Osborne 2017),
resulting in serious concerns and user aversion regarding
their uses (Dietvorst et al. 2015, 2018).
From a conceptual perspective, AI-based digital assistants – like every IS – can be understood from two different
yet complementary perspectives (Fig. 1): first and broadly
speaking, AI-based digital assistants represent a sociotechnical system that relies on the interplays of three key
elements (Goodhue and Thompson 1995; Heinrich et al.
2011): the individual user, who seeks to achieve certain
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Fig. 1 Conceptualization of AI-based digital assistants

goals; the tasks the user needs to accomplish so as to
achieve their goals, and the technology, as the computer
system (i.e., software, hardware, and data) an individual
may interact with to carry out tasks. Second, the AI-based
digital assistant is an applications class (i.e., a combination
of software components and data structures) and can be
characterized by its input, output, and processing. Digital
assistants generally have a specific extent of interactivity
and intelligence in order to help users to perform tasks
(Maedche et al. 2016). By using AI technologies, such as
natural language processing, machine translation, speech
recognition, machine learning, or knowledge representation
(Russel and Norvig 2010), AI-based digital assistants
augment human task performance with higher extents of
interactivity and intelligence than previous generations of
digital assistants or traditional software applications. Most
contemporary AI-based digital assistants rely on some form
of conversational user interface, such as speech-based or
text-based conversational agents, both for receiving input
from and delivering output to users using natural language
processing. Advanced AI-based digital assistants may also
apply computer vision to recognize visual inputs. Further,
AI-based digital assistants have the capability to represent
and process domain knowledge as well as to learn and
generate new knowledge from collected data by applying
machine learning algorithms.
Based on this generic conceptualization, Fig. 2 depicts a
simple example of an interaction with an AI-based digital
assistant in a smart home scenario. A child seated in the
living room can interact with a speech-based conversational agent (e.g., in Amazon’s Alexa) to switch on the
overhead light without touching the wall light switch. The
AI-based digital assistant takes the recorded audio data as
input, recognizes the speech, and tries to understand the
spoken language. As part of the dialogue management, the
expected action is decided (e.g., the light is turned on via
the connected smart home sensors). Finally, a confirming
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response is generated and delivered to the child via text-tospeech synthesis.
With further technological advances in AI, more
sophisticated scenarios will be realized in the future, with
both positive as well as negative consequences for humans.
Thus, human–AI interaction ranges from substitution (AI
replaces humans), to augmentation (humans and AI augment one another), to assemblage (AI and humans are
dynamically brought together to function as an integrated
unit) (Dellermann et al. 2019; Rai et al. 2019). As a sociotechnical discipline, the BISE community is challenged to
provide scientifically grounded and practice-relevant
answers to the question how the interplays between users,
tasks, and technologies in AI-based digital assistants
should be shaped so as to achieve a good tradeoff between
positive and negative consequences.
This discussion section follows a panel at the International Conference on Wirtschaftsinformatik in March 2019
in Siegen (WI 2019) and presents different perspectives on
AI-based digital assistants. It sheds light on (1) application
areas, opportunities, and threats as well as (2) the BISE
community’s roles in the field of AI-based digital assistants.
The different authors’ contributions emphasize that BISE,
as a socio-technical discipline, must address the designs and
the behaviors of AI-based digital assistants as well as their
interconnections. They have identified multiple research
opportunities to deliver descriptive and prescriptive
knowledge, thereby actively shaping future interactions
between users and AI-based digital assistants. We trust that
these inputs will lead BISE researchers to take active roles
and to contribute an IS perspective to the academic and the
political discourse about AI-based digital assistants.
Alexander Maedche
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT)
Christine Legner
HEC - University of Lausanne
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Fig. 2 Example of an AI-based digital assistant in a smart home

2 Modes of Human–Machine Collaboration
and Opportunities for Future BISE Research
The question how AI-based digital assistants can be fruitfully applied in our daily lives, in firms, and in society is a
matter of human–machine collaboration. It is not about
how machines can trump people or how people can tame
machines. Instead, the biggest application potential for AIbased digital assistants is mutually beneficial cooperation –
in symbiosis. Both people and machines have relative
strengths. While machines are ideal for conducting
repeatable, highly structured tasks, in collecting, storing,
and processing huge amounts of data, and in predicting the
future in fairly stable environments, persons can handle
abstract problems and can deal with fragmented information much more efficiently. Further, persons are much
better at putting information into a bigger context and at
drawing on intuition, empathy, and ethics to underpin their
decisions. When persons and machines combine and
meaningfully complement their relative strengths, AIbased decisions can lead to most beneficial outcomes. But
how strongly should machines and persons combine their
strengths in decision-making processes?
The answer must be: It depends. It depends on every
concrete application context and on the potential harm at
stake. I visualize a continuum between two poles, humans
decide on their own and autonomous decision-making. The
most interesting collaboration modes lie between these two
poles, with varying intensities of AI inclusion in decisionmaking processes, such as assisted decision-making, verified decision-making, and delegated decision-making. For
instance, actuaries in insurance companies face cases with
different standardization levels to calculate insurance
premiums. Standard cases with risk models that require
similar, highly structured data sources (e.g., car insurance)
could be supported in a collaboration mode in which an
actuary would only verify the suggestions made by AIbased digital assistants. However, for complex and unique
cases (e.g., the insurance of large production plants) in

which highly fragmented data from various sources must
be combined and actuaries’ experience and oversight is
crucial, the most adequate collaboration mode is assisted
decision-making, if not humans decide on their own.
Keeping human decision-makers closely involved in and in
the loop of decision-making processes maximizes the
opportunities to apply AI-based digital assistants, and
minimizes AI’s potential downsides (e.g., the ‘black box’
problem).
In my view, BISE can make several original contributions to research into AI-based digital assistants. First, the
BISE community is well-equipped, with a long tradition of
combining design science with behavioral research. Especially in recent years, both research approaches have coalesced to allow full-cycle or multi-cycle research journeys
and programs (e.g., Chatman and Flynn 2005; Sturm and
Sunyaev 2019). These journeys and programs uniquely
enable researchers to anticipate both the beneficial and
harmful implications of technologies and to systematically
incorporate ethical, social, and psychological theories into
the design of AI-based digital assistants. Second, the BISE
discipline has a long interdisciplinary tradition – BISE
researchers have always worked on socio-technical phenomena at interfaces with other disciplines, such as computer science, psychology, or management. Seeking to
understand and integrate theories, concepts and empirical
findings from different fields, BISE scholars are well
versed in looking at research phenomena from different
scholarly perspectives and at aligning hard and soft sciences. BISE should be well positioned to assume the role of
a linchpin in interdisciplinary research endeavors to
address AI-based research problems that cannot be
addressed by single disciplines alone. Third, while the
BISE community may not be able to design and develop
superior AI-based information systems compared to global
digital giants such as Google or IBM, BISE scholars have
several key capabilities, such as rigorous scientific methods
as well as balanced and neutral perspectives, which can
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serve as correctives and counter-balances to global digital
companies’ interest-driven activities. In my view, in the
future, an increasingly important task of the BISE community will be to ask uncomfortable questions concerning
AI’s power and to point out where we must draw the line.
In both the BISE and IS disciplines, we are still at an
early research stage into AI generally and AI-based digital
assistants in particular. According to Gregor’s seminal
paper on the nature of theory in IS (Gregor 2006), we are in
a stage in which we are predominantly developing taxonomies and describing attributes of AI-based digital
assistants (theory for analyzing and description). We are
only slowly advancing to higher-level theorizing (theory of
explanation or prediction). There are multiple opportunities for future research about how design artifacts can be
developed and used based on sound theories to explain and
predict outcomes at different levels of analysis (e.g., individuals, teams, firms, society). To illustrate potential avenues for future research, human–computer interaction
research or digital nudging research can benefit greatly
from investigating the infusion of digital design artifacts
with AI features and capabilities at human–computer
interfaces. For instance, it would be interesting to advance
our understanding on how anthropomorphism – defined as
the attribution of human-like (physical or non-physical)
features, behaviors, emotions, characteristics, and attributes
to a non-human agent or an inanimate object – affects the
interaction quality between users and anthropomorphic
smart devices at work and at home (Benlian et al. 2019;
Pfeuffer et al. 2019). As another example, the business
model and digital transformation research (Riedl et al.
2017; Veit et al. 2014) may look into the novel and innovative ways in which AI-based logics are influencing the
core elements of business models and how they may shape
companies’ IT function or digital transformation strategies
(Haffke et al. 2017; Hess et al. 2016).
In sum, like all technologies before it, AI is not an
inevitable fate. AI-based digital assistants can be carefully
and mindfully shaped. The BISE community should contribute its fair share in this regard.
Alexander Benlian
Technische Universität Darmstadt

3 AI-Based Systems’ Explanations: Still a Topic for IS
Research
Advancements in artificial intelligence (AI) research have
resulted in technological capabilities that open additional
potential for automation, specifically of cognitive tasks.
AI-based systems assist users in an increasing number of
contexts and are supposed to bring about profound changes
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in the ways we work (vom Brocke et al. 2018). Possible
applications in business include handling customer complaints, allocating advertising budgets, and optimizing
warehouse logistics. AI-based systems’ recent performance
gains in these and other tasks are based on deep learning
methods that employ artificial neural networks. However,
the high performance of deep learning methods comes at
the cost of high model complexity and low interpretability
(Lipton 2018), that is, these systems constitute ‘black
boxes’ for their users. Thus, the application of deep
learning methods has important implications for individuals, organizations, and society, while offering promising
starting points for future IS research.
Over its history, AI research has been characterized by a
wide variety of different goals and methods. However, two
fundamental approaches to realize AI-based systems have
emerged (Russel and Norvig 2010). In the symbolic reasoning approach, developers encode and store knowledge
in a knowledge base to solve tasks, drawing rule-based
inferences from that knowledge. Knowledge-based systems
can provide justifications for their solutions or recommendations, but codifying knowledge requires substantial
effort, and inference rules become increasingly complex
with the breadth of the knowledge domain, which restricts
these systems’ capabilities. In machine learning, on the
other hand, systems perform tasks using statistical models.
Developers optimize (i.e., train) these models by extracting
patterns from data of solutions to similar past problems or
by letting the system gain experience from feedback over
time.
Artificial neural networks are a model class that has
been proven useful to solving a wide variety of tasks.
However, artificial neural networks’ complexity usually
prohibits determining why a system based on such models
have reached a specific solution. The lack of interpretability exacerbates the application of such systems in
several contexts. For instance, in 2017, Amazon decided to
abandon a recruiting recommendation tool after finding out
that it discriminated against women (Dastin 2018). The
developers had trained the system using data from more
than 10 years of incoming past applications and hiring
decisions, in which males dominated. This bias went
unnoticed during the development of the system, because it
did not derive and justify its recommendations based on
reasoning, but applied a complex statistical model that
developers and users could not interpret.
Building interpretable AI-based systems is a widely
addressed topic in AI research (Lipton 2018) and poses
important questions to the IS discipline. One approach to
alleviate a lack of system interpretability is to build
explanation facilities for AI-based systems. Explanations’
roles have been a topic in IS research into earlier AI-based
systems, such as expert and recommender systems (Rzepka
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and Berger 2018). This research has shown that providing
explanations enhances trust in AI-based systems’ recommendations and improves users’ performance (Wang and
Benbasat 2007). However, to date, the implications of a
lack of model interpretability and thus explanations owing
to the technological differences between AI-based systems
in the past and today are less clear.
Thus, IS researchers may investigate whether users
recognize and how they perceive a lack of system interpretability. Such perceptions may have negative consequences for users’ trust in these systems and, thus, lower
usage intentions. Companies that employ AI-based systems
must understand how their reliability can be judged and
ensured. This may have implications for these systems’
admissibility in various business contexts. Organizations
must also determine who accepts responsibility for mistakes following the use of AI-based systems. The new
contexts and tasks in which AI-based systems can assist
users today offer opportunities to further investigate whether and how explanation facilities can provide effective
remedies for these issues, including the questions which
explanation type(s) users require and how these explanations should be designed. Given the existing conceptual
foundations in this area, the IS community is well positioned to address these questions and thus to make
important contributions towards responsible applications of
AI-based systems.
Benedikt Berger and Thomas Hess
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München

4 AI-Based Interactive Assistance Systems and BISE
Research, and Why We Must Swiftly Adopt this
Topic
The rise of AI-based digital assistants has opened a wide
research area for IS scholars. It is a technology with an
explicit interface to persons and could therefore provide a
fruitful avenue for human–computer interaction (HCI)
research. Researchers from this area must think about
effective designs and may build on research from the area
of robotics and anthropomorphism (for a discussion, see
Pfeuffer et al. 2019). Also, behavioral insights in this area
are likely to be new and may be publishable in our field’s
top journals (Benlian et al. 2019).
Further, such interactive assistance systems are likely to
impact on individual economic behaviors as well as at the
aggregate level (Robertson et al. 2015). Assistance systems
and ecosystems around such systems are likely to be of
economic importance, and IS researchers who work at the
intersection of IS and economics need to help us to
understand this technology’s economic impacts.
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IS researchers who work at the intersection with organization science may be interested in understanding how
this new technology type may shape enterprises of the
future (Meyer von Wolff et al. 2019). In this regard, there
are many open questions concerning the responsibility of
and accountability for decision-making when non-human
agents get involved.
Design science researchers must figure out how to build
effective, performant systems that address the needs of
prospective users. Our discipline could benefit from
working together and then presenting holistic approaches
and insights that incorporate our engineering expertise and
our expertise in behavioral sciences. It is likely that this
will be a race against time or against other disciplines such
as marketing or economics (see, e.g., the new section
‘Frontiers in Marketing Science’ in Marketing Science that
welcomes manuscripts that focus on ‘‘generating early
insights about novel business practices’’ and promises fast
turnarounds) and computer science, which is making more
and more important contributions in the area of HCI.
We will find such assistants in a plethora of application
areas, including smart homes (Benlian et al. 2019), smart
cars (Mihale-Wilson et al. 2019), robo-advisory (Adam
et al. 2019; Jung et al. 2018), customer services (Gnewuch
et al. 2017), in electronic commerce (Qiu and Benbasat
2009), in healthcare (Laranjo et al. 2018), or as pedagogical agents (Fryer et al. 2017).
The implementation of AI-based interactive assistance
systems will likely shape the future of many IT-based
ecosystems, and companies and economists may be interested in the risks of winner-takes-all-markets or oligopolies
and their own market structure.
Besides the economic impacts, these systems will also
impact on humans. Especially children may get used to
these systems and may relate to them as family members.
These systems may also make us lazier, and we may lose
the ability to solve some tasks ourselves (finding a route
without route guidance assistants, calculating without
pocket calculators, driving a car, etc. pp). It is unlikely that
humans are able to solve the special cases, when the
assistants fail to deliver; for instance, taking over a selfdriving car on a road covered by ice, once humans lack
prior experience because assistants usually do the routine
tasks.
Finally, many of these systems rely on big data, and new
privacy issues are arising. Policymakers need experts (who
may come from our discipline) to adequately address these
new challenges. Overall, the area of AI-based interactive
assistance systems, with all its challenges and opportunities, is perfectly suited for IS research.
Oliver Hinz
Goethe University Frankfurt
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5 AI-Based Digital Assistants May Be Valuable
Companions: If We Get the Values Right
The proliferation of AI-based digital assistants is worth
supporting – it requires us to carve out the opportunities
and to constrain the dark side. Among the multiple
opportunities of AI-based digital assistants to improve our
lives and organizations, two stand out: at the level of the
individual user, this is the path toward unbounded
rationality. At the team level, this is advancing collective
intelligence.
The rational homo oeconomicus, with unlimited cognitive capacity to make optimal decisions, is a standard
neoclassical economic perspective. While it allows for
elegant mathematical treatment of human behavior, it lacks
real world fidelity. A more descriptively valid perspective
assumes bounded rationality: Individuals maximize their
benefits under cognitive constraints. Individuals are
assumed to make tradeoffs between effort and the marginal
utility of further information processing. We use heuristics
and are prone to biases. Digital assistants with computerimplemented cognitive skills allow us to relax our cognitive boundaries. Especially in situations of information
overload, they can help us to filter, sort, navigate, and
process information. This can bring us closer to the ideal of
unboundedly rational individual decision-making. Some
examples: Many cars have emergency brake assistants
operating at an information processing speed that exceeds
human capabilities. E-commerce recommender systems
help us to navigate an overflow of offerings. Automated
e-mail filtering distinguishes spam from clutter and from
high-priority e-mails so as to focus our attention. Workplace data discovery tools help us to navigate the sheer
unmanageable trove of data provided by colleagues. The
move to unbounded rationality is a continuance of work at
the intersection of HCI and AI. In light of the increasing
prevalence of anthropomorphic IS, it is important to consider not only the computer-implemented cognitive features but also the visual, auditory, emotional, and
behavioral features of such assistants (Pfeuffer et al. 2019).
I will now focus on the level of groups and teams, and
the benefits offered by AI-based digital assistants. Collective intelligence is desirable for groups and teams (Malone
in Gimpel 2015). Teams nowadays primarily use digital
technologies purely as communication media. In the near
future, AI-based team assistants could act as facilitators or
team members. As facilitators, they could support team
processes, for instance, by highlighting areas of agreement,
conflict, and progress, upholding team norms and uncovering team dynamics. As team members, they could work
‘at eye level’ with human participants in hybrid human AI
assemblages (Rai et al. 2019). This will be a substantial
expansion of the work at the intersection of computer-
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supported collaborative work, collective intelligence, and
AI.
By supporting a trend towards individually unbounded
rationality and collective intelligence, AI-based assistants
contribute to a brighter society. This requires us to redefine
the division of labor between humans and machines. It
requires substantial technological development to build
better tools that support human users and will require
human adaptation to harness these new tools’ power. As
any transition, this one also has a dark side, one of adverse
risks and side-effects (Gimpel and Schmied 2019). The
major challenges include assuring that AI-based digital
assistants support moral principles such as doing good,
doing no harm, being transparent, maintaining human
autonomy, and being non-discriminatory (AI HLEG –
European Commission’s High-Level Expert Group on
Artificial Intelligence 2018). We need ethics-by-design as a
non-functional requirement for AI-based systems.
I will now address a specific ethical challenge: maintaining human autonomy. Human autonomy builds on
freedom of will. Ambient, persuasive AI-based assistants
have the possibility to boost human autonomy by supporting deliberate and intentional actions. However, such
systems’ (technical) autonomy may interfere with human
agency. Digital nudging (Weinmann et al. 2016) may be
benevolent paternalism, but the borderline to manipulation
is not clear-cut and is sometimes crossed. Persuasive systems can be supportive and engaging, but may lead to
addiction. Automated decisions (e.g., IoT devices ordering
products) may be convenient, but deprive us of control.
Delegating tasks to digital assistants may free up cognitive
and physiological resources, but is accompanied by
increasing incompetence to perform the tasks oneself.
Here, we need a societal discourse about what is desirable
or acceptable, and we need methods to engineer systems
that comply with these principles.
Beyond maintaining human autonomy, being non-discriminatory is an important moral principle. Yet, historical
and current individual, business, and political practices
don’t always adhere to this principle. Machine learning
offers great potential to power AI-based assistants. However, when the training data are biased, the machine
learning algorithms may pick up these biases and may then
perpetuate them; this leads to a continuance of discriminatory decisions. Even if this is against the intentions of the
developers and users, it may happen without their knowledge. Examples of discriminatory algorithms are Amazon’s
presumably sexist recruitment support system (no longer
operational),1 Northpointe’s presumably racist recidivism
1

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/oct/10/amazon-hir
ing-ai-gender-bias-recruiting-engine. Accessed 26 March 2019.
Archived by WebCiteÒ at http://www.webcitation.org/77ACKVmSo.
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scores used in the U.S. criminal justice system (currently
operational),2 or Google’s presumably racist image tagging
service (fixed in this respect).3 We need more and better
tools to debug and audit systems based on machine learning, and we need higher awareness among developers and
users of machine learning-based systems.
As researchers working on business and information
systems engineering, we should seek to support a bright
digital future. We have the theoretical and methodological
background to contribute descriptive and prescriptive
knowledge about AI-based assistants as well as our individual and collective interactions with such systems. Being
versed in interdisciplinary cooperation is an asset to lever
here. Our interdisciplinary discourses with colleagues from
management, economics, and computer science remain
key. In light of the opportunities outlined above, an
intensification of the collaboration with (cognitive and
social) psychologists is a fruitful avenue. In light of the
challenges outlined above, our discipline will benefit from
strengthening discourses with scholars from philosophy,
especially ethics. Filling the void between ethics, management, economics, and computer science in both
behavioral and design science is a challenge, but it is a fun
challenge for which we as a community are well equipped.
Henner Gimpel
University of Augsburg and Fraunhofer FIT

6 Designing Cooperation Between Humans and AIBased Digital Assistants
Currently, there is an intensive discourse on the different
ways humans are interacting with AI-based technologies
(e.g., Rai et al. 2019) and how the performance of a certain
task should be divided between these two entities. It is
important to involve humans to an appropriate level in the
task performance, depending on the task characteristics and
the context (Davenport and Kirby 2016). This is particularly important for AI-based digital assistants, since the
task performance here is a cooperative effort. Thus, an
important challenge for future research is to investigate
how to distribute the task performance between these two
entities at an appropriate level in order to achieve desired
outcomes. When investigating this distribution, we must
consider not only performance-related outcomes (e.g.,
effectiveness, efficiency), but also individuals’ cognitive
2

https://www.propublica.org/article/how-we-analyzed-the-compasrecidivism-algorithm. Accessed 26 March 2019. Archived by WebCiteÒ at http://www.webcitation.org/77ACdF4bj.
3
https://edition.cnn.com/2015/07/02/tech/google-image-recognitiongorillas-tag/index.html. Accessed 26 March 2019. Archived by
WebCiteÒ at http://www.webcitation.org/77ACoiDyn.
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states (e.g., mental effort, situation awareness) as well as
individuals’ attitudes to and perceptions of the AI-based
digital assistant in question (e.g., trust, usage intentions).
The generic conceptualization proposed in this article
(Fig. 1) can be a starting point for further research into the
multifaceted, contextualized interplays between humans,
tasks, AI-based technologies, and the various resulting
outcomes.
The BISE community is especially qualified to address
this research opportunity from both the behavioral as well
as the design research perspective. I will now outline three
potential avenues for future research into cooperation
between humans and AI-based digital assistants.
First, there is need to investigate from a conceptual
perspective the interplays between humans and tasks when
using AI-based digital assistants. Specifically, in my view,
there is a need to classify the different task types and their
characteristics carried out with AI-based digital assistants
as well as the resulting outcomes. There are instrumental
outcomes, such as effectiveness and efficiency, as well as
humanistic outcomes, such as the mental effort during task
performance. Further, the task performance’s context
should be considered in such conceptualization, because it
will influence the outcomes of cooperative task performance. This first research endeavor should result in an
agreed-upon conceptual framework that describes cooperation between humans and AI-based digital assistants.
Second, based on this framework, the BISE community
can investigate the design of AI-based digital assistants,
focusing on the different conceptual dimensions. For
instance, there is a need to investigate design variants of
AI-based digital assistants for different task types.
Depending on the task type, different cooperation forms
between humans and AI-based digital assistants should be
instantiated in order to achieve specified outcomes. For
instance, simple tasks, such as creating an appointment
from an e-mail request, could very well be handled by the
digital assistant, with only little involvement by a person.
However, for more complex tasks or decisions, it may be
necessary that the human and the digital assistant jointly
perform a specific task, or that the human takes over the
primary task performance and the AI-based digital assistant
is only supportive. Depending on the extent of human
involvement in task performance, different designs of the
AI-based digital assistant may be appropriate. In addition
to the task type, the context should also be considered
when designing AI-based digital assistants. For instance,
the interaction with a digital assistant in a private life
context differs to an organizational context. While it is very
convenient to interact with a voice-based digital assistant
(such as Amazon Alexa or Google Home) in spoken language at home, it may be confusing or even disturbing to
use such an interaction mode in an open-plan office. Thus,
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providing generic and context-specific design knowledge
for AI-based digital assistants is an interesting future
research opportunity in the BISE community.
Further, human characteristics must be considered in the
design of AI-based digital assistants. Individual characteristics such as expertise with the technology and personality have important roles in how humans interact with
AI-based digital assistants to perform tasks. Moreover,
persons’ attitudes and perceptions of the resulting interactions must also be investigated. For instance, we must
understand in which conditions humans establish trust in
AI-based digital assistants.
In sum, cooperation between humans and AI-based
digital assistants provides multiple research opportunities
for the BISE community to contribute both descriptive and
prescriptive knowledge on this interesting and current
phenomenon.
Stefan Morana
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT)

7 AI-Based Digital Assistants as Tutors and BISE
Researchers as Integrators of Interdisciplinary
Insights and Creators of Design Knowledge
Increasing student–teacher ratios are a challenge for many
schools and universities worldwide and an opportunity for
the members of the BISE community in their roles as
researchers and teachers. For instance, according to the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD), the number of students at universities in Germany
rose by 29 percentage points from 2004 to 2014 (OECD
2016), while public spending for education decreased by 1
percentage point. This development leads to situations
most of us have already experienced: larger class sizes,
especially in curricula that cover current topics such as
digitalization. For instance, while the number of students in
University of St. Gallen’s Master in Business Innovation
increased from 224 in 2014 to 507 in 2018, such an
increase in student numbers typically has not resulted in
increases in budgets or in teaching resources. Thus, factors
such as interaction, feedback, and individualization that
have been shown to strongly impact on learning outcomes
(Hattie 2015) suffer, on average.
Within these boundary conditions, AI-based digital
assistants have the potential to help counter this development, since they provide novel opportunities to increase the
levels of interaction, feedback, and individualization in the
learning process, and – therefore – learning outcomes.
Especially concerning abilities, such as problem-solving
skills, early work shows that assistants such as Amazon
Alexa can take a role comparable to a human tutor, and can
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help learners to increase their task performance (Winkler
et al. 2019) and their skills levels over time. At the same
time, we need to be aware of the limitations of today’s AIbased digital assistants. For instance, in our research and
teaching, we focus on using these assistants to help students in their learning process, or concerning the structural
features of an essay. We don’t rely on such systems to
assess the quality of student essays’ content, since the
semantic capabilities of today’s systems are not yet well
enough developed to understand the content at the level we
deem necessary.
Another point – that does not address the uses of AIbased digital assistants in education, but rather their
impacts on education in general – arose during the lively
discussion with the audience in our panel discussion at WI
2019 in Siegen. Given the assumption that AI-based digital
assistants may complete many routine tasks in the future,
and that humans focus more on complex tasks, how does
this development impact on the education of future
employees? Typically, career paths rely on employees
gathering experience by completing easier tasks, to prepare
for taking over more complex tasks later on. How do we
need to redesign our curricula to ensure that employees are
ready to complete tasks that are more complex when this
period of completing easier tasks disappears? These are
important questions that we must consider now, given the
speed at which AI-based digital assistants are entering
different areas of society.
In my view, BISE researchers are well positioned to
shape the future development of AI-based digital assistants
and to ensure that their design is in line with goals and
values of the society they are used in. Researchers interested in the domain of collaboration may also be interested
in the research agenda for machines as teammates, co-authored with 11 colleagues (Seeber et al. 2018). BISE
researchers can contribute to the design of such assistants
through research in three areas, which will guide the following discussion: understanding human users’ needs of
AI-based digital assistants, integrating theoretical and
normative insights from multiple disciplines, and codifying
design knowledge that helps designers to design desirable
AI-based digital assistants.
Understanding human users’ needs of AI-based digital
assistants. One pillar for fostering the design of AI-based
digital assistants that are in line with goals and values of
the society they are used in is creating a rich understanding
of the needs of the potential users of such assistants. Here,
we can build on our experience in research domains such as
technology acceptance and task-technology fit, as well as
on established approaches such as design thinking. The
goal in this research stream should be the creation of
nuanced theoretical knowledge on what different user types
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expect from using AI-based digital assistants in certain
contexts.
Integrating theoretical and normative insights from
multiple disciplines. The second pillar is enriching
knowledge about user needs by adding further theoretical
and normative lenses, from the IS discipline as well as
from adjacent disciplines that are relevant for the design of
AI-based digital assistants that are in line with goals and
values of the society they are used in. Examples are normative and theoretical insights from law, ethics, or sociology. Here, we can build on our experience as mediators
between different stakeholders, for instance managers and
developers, in order to integrate different perspectives on a
specific object of interest. The goal in this research stream
should be the identification and resolution of potential
conflicts between user needs and demands or insights that
stem from different normative or theoretical bases, in order
to lay the foundation for the codification of design
knowledge that accounts for as many as possible of the
interdisciplinary facets necessary to design AI-based digital assistants that are in line with goals and values of the
society they are used in.
Codifying design knowledge that helps designers to
design desirable AI-based digital assistants. In this
research stream, we can leverage our experience in conducting rigorous and relevant design science research. The
focus should be the translation of the created theoretical
knowledge into properly codified design knowledge that
can help both researchers and practitioners to design proper
AI-based digital assistants. Examples of such design
knowledge are design principles, requirements, and design
patterns, but also methodological approaches that can guide
researchers and practitioners throughout the design
process.
Matthias Söllner
University of Kassel and University of St. Gallen
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